**Fog Light Assemblies**
LINE EXTENSION

Direct replacement matches the original equipment fog light assembly for fit and function
- High-grade plastic protects against weather and road conditions
- Bulbs and installation hardware included for a complete repair solution

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**
888-5231
International 2018-11
888-5207LC
Freightliner Cascadia 2017-08

**Bumper**
LINE EXTENSION

Another new solution for our growing line of heavy duty collision parts, this bumper matches the original equipment seamlessly.
- Manufactured from quality materials for a durable repair

888-5207LB
Freightliner Cascadia 2017-08
OE Numbers: 573974C91

**Thread Checker**
LINE EXTENSION

This heavy duty wheel hardware thread checker makes it easy to find the right nut or bolt size and thread type
- Allows you to check standard and metric threads, as well as length and diameter for most popular HD hardware types
- A must-have for any store or fleet garage to easily get an exact hardware match
- Only available from Dorman, the automotive aftermarket’s hardware pioneer

**Wheel Lug Stud**
LINE EXTENSION

Made of carbon steel and tested to demanding automotive industry standards to ensure strength, longevity and safety
- 72-hour salt spray testing simulates three years of corrosion resistance
- Lug studs undergo industry-standard proof-load testing to ensure strength

133845

**Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) Sensor**
LINE EXTENSION

Direct replacement NOx sensor matches the function and performance of the original sensor on specified vehicles
- Properly repairs nitrogen oxide detection to comply with emissions regulations

904-6035
Dodge 2012-11, Ram 2012-11
OE Numbers: 5149216AB

**Exhaust Manifold**
LINE EXTENSION

Direct replacement exhaust manifold was precision-engineered and durably manufactured to match the fit and function of the stock manifold on specified vehicles
- Includes all necessary gaskets and downpipe hardware

674-5015
2009-05 Caterpillar C15
OE Numbers: 1333359, 2313462

**All products available starting July 2020. Get more details at dormanhdsolutions.com**